
M2 statics

1. Draw a big diagram. Whole width of the page. Use a ruler, maybe even a 
protractor. Put in all the forces acting on the rod, and horizontal and vertical 
components. Mark angles “α” or “not α”.

"Smooth" means friction=0. “Rough" means friction≠0. “Limiting equilibrium” or 
“On the point of slipping” means friction = μR. “Smoothly hinged” or “freely hinged” 
doesn't mean no friction, but that you can ignore any stiffness in the hinge when 
taking moments. 

A hinge is like contact with an infinitely rough surface. The rod will have both 
horizontal and vertical forces on it from the hinge.

Draw long lines of action for the forces so that you can see the distances you must 
calculate for taking moments.

2. Write your three equations

# Resolve ↑

# Resolve →

# Take moments ↺

For taking moments, choose a point which two unknown forces go through. Calculate 
force.distance by using trig to find the perpendicular distance from the point you're 
taking moments round to the line of action of the force. Do moments equation as 
anticlockwise turning effects = clockwise turning effects.

Check your moments equation: have you multiplied force.distance in every term, or 
left some as just force? Check that you haven't put cos α where you should put sin α 
or vice versa by thinking: if α=0, would this force or moment be zero?

Simplify your moments equation. Usually the length of the road cancels out, and 
usually you can divide through by cos α so that α appears in the equation only as cos 
α.

3. You now have three simplified equations – and three unknowns. Sometimes 
weights (W or mg) or lengths also appear in the equations as givens. Solve your 
three equations to find the unknowns you want.



M2 work-energy

DO: # Draw a big clear diagram. Use a ruler. Put in all your info.

# State the principle in every question:

KEstart+PEstart+Win−Wout = KEend+PEend

# Calculate Work = Force ⨯ Distance
Power or rate of working = Work/Time = Force ⨯ Speed

DON'T # Get signs wrong

DO # State the principle as above, and plug in each quantity

DON'T # Get distances wrong

DO # Calculate Work = Force ⨯ Distance in the direction of the force

DON'T # Put cos α where you should put sin α or vice versa

DO # Check by thinking: if α=0, would this PE or Work be zero?


